
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS:

CREATE YOUR STARTUP IN GRENOBLE ALPES

BE PART OF A DEDICATED MASTERCLASS AND LEARN FROM EXPERTS 

AND EXPERIENCED ENTREPRENEURS

• Intercultural business culture & expectations for international business

• Legal aspects of setting up a business in France

• Financial engineering and strategy with regards to public/private support French 

Tech Visa & passports talents  for expatriates

• Testimonial of international entrepreneurs
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French tech represents the startup scene in France 

and brings together startups, investors, policymakers 
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representation in Grenoble and in the Alps.
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Director - AUVALIE Innovation

Expert in Public support programs for 

innovation.



25th Edition

Innovation for Green Transition

PROGRAM
Morning

INAUGURATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE: presentation of technological innovations developed developped locally in 

the Greentech sector. The showcase has to be organized into 3 villages:

➢ Village of projects stemmed from academic research.

➢ Village of start-ups selected for iVenture

➢ Village of associated industrial partners

2 WORKSHOPS :

➢ International workshop for international students and entrepreneurs: create your startup in Grenoble Alpes

➢ Workshop presenting local and regional support for startup creation and scaleup.

Afternoon

ROUND TABLE co-organized by the “Pacte économique local” : solutions for adaptation to climate change and planet limits*

http://www.venture5i.org/


Michelle MIELLY 

Associated Professor

Doctorate of Philosophy, Harvard University.



Developing Cultural Intelligence
for Doing Business in France…

& rest of World

© Michelle Mielly for

Invest in Grenoble Alpes

Dec 8 2022





Why France?  Why go International?

✓ Develop Critical thinking skills & Cartesian approach to problem-solving

✓ Gain access to an incredible culture with a rich history

✓ Learn to speak a beautiful language (the French ‘national treasure’)

✓ Engage in cross-cultural, transnational learning

✓ Enhance neuroplasticity (adaptive capacity of brain to revise mental models)

✓ Gain a new professional and personal identity

✓ Don’t get stuck : treat your brain with new ways of thinking!



GOING INTERNATIONAL:

Fosters Cultural Metacognition

◼ Cultural metacognition is described as 

understanding and reflecting on cultural 

assumptions in order to prepare for, adapt 

to, and learn from cultural interactions… 

essential in building affect-based trust in 

collaborative assignments.

Chua, RYJ, M.W. Morris, and S. Mor (2012), « Collaborating across cultures: Cultural 

metacognition and affect-based trust in creative collaborations. » Organizational Behavior and 

Human Decision Process 118.



GOING INTERNATIONAL:

Generates Cultural Intelligence

“Cultural intelligence: an outsider’s seemingly 
natural ability to interpret someone’s 
unfamiliar and ambiguous gestures the way
that person’s compatriots would.”

--Christopher Earley & Elaine Mosakowski,
HBR 2004



• Oxford dictionary: “Inclination or prejudice for or
against one person or group, especially in a way 
considered to be unfair.”

• For Nobel prize-winning psychologist Daniel 
Kahnemann, a bias is simply a ‘systematic error of 
judgment.’

Going
international:

Forces you to revise
your implicit BIASES



Our Brains and Implicit Associations
• Our brains are automatic association-making machines

(categorizing,classifying, sorting incessantly)…with good and
bad effects

• You can take a 10-minute IAT (Implicit Association Test,
Harvard U Psychology Department) to test yourself on race,
gender, religion…

• https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html


Going international:

Enhances Cognitive
Diversity

• Page (2007) found that cognitive diversity 

generates better results:

• A heterogeneous group of individuals of normal 
intelligence, chosen randomly, obtains consistently 
better results in the resolution of complex problems than
a group of experts, each recognized individually for 
his/her superior cognitive skills.

• This does not mean that intelligent people do not 
produce excellent results. Rather, the more that these
individuals resemble each other, the less they will
perform well together, because they will lack differing
perspectives on a problem and will not have the same
diversity of solution sets at their disposal as a
heterogeneous group.
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ZOOM on FRANCE



A few symbols of
Grenoble….



What has French given to English?

• Legionnaire 
Camouflage 
Rendezvous 
Mayday (m’aider) 
Detente/entente 
Morale 
Diplomacy
• Tact 
Strategy

• Entrepreneur 
Management 
Deluxe (de luxe)

Joie de vivre 
Savoir-vivre 
Savoir-faire 
L’art de vivre 
Gastronomy 
Le chic
A certain ‘je ne sais quoi’ 
Esprit de corps 
Reconnaissance 
Surveillance
Lieutenant, Colonel, Sergeant 
And much more….



René Descartes 17th Century 
Philosopher: Cogito, ergo sum
The Foundations of Modern 

Philosophy

The first test of 
the attainability
of knowledge is
to attest that
you EXIST if you
THINK.



René Descartes: Doubt is
a Virtue
« If you would be a real seeker after truth, 
it is necessary that at least once in your life 
you doubt, as far as possible, all things.”





✓ Power Distance

✓ Individualism vs. Collectivism

✓ Femininity vs. Masculinity

✓ Uncertainty Avoidance



UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE

The extent to which the members of a culture feel 
threatened by uncertain or unknown situations.

In cultures with LOW uncertainty avoidance:

◼ Few guidelines, few rules

◼ Informal relationships

◼ Taking risks and initiative is encouraged

◼ Little (less) regard for structure and/or control

In cultures with HIGH uncertainty avoidance:

◼ Strict guidelines, lots of rules and processes

◼ Employment stability highly valued

◼ High regard for structure and rituals



UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE: IMPACT IN THE
WORKPLACE

◼ Risk-taking

◼ Autonomy

◼ Taking initiative

◼ Attitude toward failure

◼ Willingness to follow rules/authority



Comparisons

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-
countries/

Purple = USA and Blue = France

http://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-
http://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-


France-Taiwan Comparison

Purple = TAIWAN and Blue = France



France-Canada Comparison



Uncertainty Avoidance & Dealing 

with the Future



It is very important when meeting people 

for the first time in France to maintain 

a polite distance and formality. People 

need time to slowly get acquainted.

•Decisions require longer periods of 

analysis, debate, and revisitation

•« NO » comes easier than « YES » but 

a NO is not always a NO ;-)

Uncertainty Avoidance ….some examples



Values & Cultural
Norms….some examples

In France positive thinking will not build managerial legitimacy as much as

CRITICAL thinking
➢ to build respect & legitimacy a demonstration of a critical mindset –

pointing out problems, limitations, foreseeing obstacles-- is more 
important than a ‘can-do’ & optimistic attitude alone.

The ‘implicit’ and more indirect communication style of the French 
compared to the more ‘explicit’ and direct style of Swiss, Germans, Dutch 
or Scandinavians means

➢ French may find certain more ‘explicit’ cultures requesting ‘obvious’
information and
requiring too much detail and ‘self-explanatory’ information

➢ Northern Europeans may feel confused, and lacking clarity in
communicating with French and may tend to ask lots of clarifying
questions to clear up ambiguities



Cultural Engines



What are ‘Cultural Engines’?

A cultural engine is:

the unique combination of strengths,
specificities, and tendencies that drive
and motivate the behaviors of a given
cultural group.



Characteristics of Cultural Engines

•Unique to the culture in question

•Accepted by all the members of this culture

•Seen as components which create the strength of their 
people

•Supported and confirmed by a number of observable 
behaviors

•Always formulated positively

•Stated/articulated in a consensual mode by all group 
members

•Must be shared by 7 members (+/– 2)



Example:
China

• Hard workers

• Do not lose face

• Kindness and a sense of personal relationship

• Sense of fairness

• Sense of Family

• Thrifty

• Respect for elders and sense of hierarchy

• Not very aggressive



Example: USA

Based on

• Impatience with time

• Pursuit of the impossible dream

• Need to improvise

• Focus on what is new

• Big and more (= better)

• Need to have choices

• Acceptance of mistakes

33



Moteurs Culturels 
de la France

• Critical Spirit

• Epicurean (life quality)

• Faithful in relationships (long-term)

• Perfectionism

• Preference for analysis

• Love of beauty/beautiful things/esthetics

• Liberty, Equality, Fraternity

• Personal development/individual growth and blossoming

• Search for excellence/demanding

• Michelle adds: DOUBT as a Work Method



French Cultural Engines statement

“Our permanent quest for logic and precision of 
thought linked to our attachment to combining goals 
and processes place us in a situation of doubting 
constantly and discerning everyday practice from 
strictly following the law. We do this while enjoying 
the pleasures of life and never undermining the 
groups we belong to.”

36



Requesting Change: Understanding 
the Power of the Positive in Action

What we observe here are two things which are clearly in opposition:

1)a direct, more positive attitude from North Americans when asked to assess or evaluate an
idea, product, performance, or work in progress, and a direct style when making a request,
and yet

2)an indirect, elliptical verbal style when North Americans give criticism or negative feedback
on an idea, project, work in progress, or performance. In fact, we can summarize the
differences in the following way

Are direct Are indirect

Are indirect
Are direct

•Canadians

• French



Explicit & Implicit Communication

Low

Context

High 

Context

Implicit 

Communication

Germans

Swiss

Explicit

Communication

LatinAmericans

Italians

British

French

NorthAmericans

Scandinavians

Japanese

Indians

Arabs
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In BRIEF: some Key Takeaway for working with French

•Communication & Behavioral strategies

When giving positive feedback→

When giving negative feedback→

When in Disagreement→

When things seem ambiguous or unclear→



In BRIEF: some BEST PRACTICES with the French

• Tone down the enthusiasm and show restraint = authenticity
• If I receive feedback that are surprising, or negative, it’s nothing personal!
• In meetings take time to re-establish the relationship—small talk, about

family and life, socialize more
• Show appreciation for the food, wine, cheese, culinary traditions
• Slow the pace beyond the natural comfort level, do not jump too quickly

into next topic—respect the fluency gap by slowing If you start too directly
between meeting points (think of dial-down dominance)

• When speaking or presenting the French prefer the WHY and then the
WHAT = give a bit of context before stating your objective. You want to
predispose the French for saying YES or receiving your information positively

• Careful with saying ‘yes’ with caveats—do not say yes up front. Say ‘we can
say yes IF’ or « the answer is NO unless we can do X y or Z »

• Enjoy the doubting and debate: you always learn something new!
• Ask them to reformulate— Can you please summarize in your own words

what we have discussed and agreed to do?



Thanks for 
your
attention!

michelle.mielly@grenoble-em.com

mailto:michelle.mielly@grenoble-em.com


Richard KLIEMAN

Business Lawyer, affiliated at Barreau de Grenoble specialized in licensing 

contracts and technology development, with a specialty in international 

entrepreneurship.

Avocats d'affaires Franco-
Britanniques



IMPLEMENTING YOUR BUSINESS ACTIVITY 
IN FRANCE 

World Trade Center, Grenoble
8 December, 2022



HOW TO MANAGE YOUR ARRIVAL? 



❖ SETTING-UP A SEPARATE COMPANY

❖ CREATING A BRANCH OF YOUR BUSINESS IN FRANCE

❖ PARTICIPATING IN CALLS FOR TENDERS

❖ SERVING THE FRENCH MARKET FROM HOME 

SEVERAL OPTIONS 



❖ CREATION OF A SIMPLIFIED JOINT-STOCK COMPANY ( 
SAS )

➢ FLEXIBILITY IN BYLAWS DRAFTING

➢ FLEXIBILITY OF OFFICE LOCATION 

➢ BUSINESS CREATOR SHARE SUBSCRIPTION 
WARRANTS 

WHAT TYPE OF LEGAL FORM 
FOR YOUR FRENCH COMPANY ? 

WHEN?

IN MOST CASES !



WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT 
BUREAUCRACY? 



TIME REQUIRED TO REGISTER A COMPANY IN FRANCE

❖ APPROXIMATELY 10 DAYS AFTER ALL 
PAPERWORK HAS BEEN COLLECTED 



THANK YOU



Jeremy TOUFFUT

Head of TARMAC incubator & Business School 

Teacher.



CA décembre 2020 49

An incubator to boost 
start-up growth



Tarmac economical
impact 

82%perenity

775
jobs

337
entrepreneurs met

114
projects incubated

104
startups created

85 
startups alive

103,4 M€ 

Of business

153,6 M€ 

Of funding
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A strong involment in 
international programs

2 startups hosted

10 projects labellized

A softlanding
bootcamps program
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An all inclusive offer

82% 
success rate of 

incubated
startups
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Partners to cover all needs

82% 
sucess rate of 

incubated
startups

Financing partners 
(Banks, VCs …)

Lawyers and patent 
(IP) experts

Coaching and 
management 

consulting

Industrialization
partners

Research and IT 
experts (AI, VR, 

Vision …)

Marketing and 
communication 

strategy

Accounting and 
insurances …
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A booster program

82% 
sucess rate of 

incubated
startups



CA décembre 2020 56

Thanks for your
attention !

Jérémy TOUFFUT
06 86 56 32 89 
j.touffut@inovallee.com



Christophe EBRO (on line)

Director - AUVALIE Innovation

Expert in Public support programs for 

innovation.



R&D&I in France: Public money available!

The French government is proposing numerous mechanisms to help companies financing R&D&I activities realized in/from France:

• Innovation funds: funds accessible upfront (grant and/or 0-interest loan with a grace period of 2-3 years, payback 3-5) to 
help you fund your innovative project (single or collaborative)
for activities done in France and/or subcontracted anywhere in the world

• Research & Innovation tax credit: tax relief or money given back to you afterwards (following year)
for having R&D activities located in France and/or subcontracted in Europe
given as cash if not paying corporate tax

• Salary tax reduction (“JEI status”, for a new company, up to 8 years)

• Corporate tax reduction (if tax)(“JEI status”, for a new company, applicable 2 years)

And European grants can be requested



Innovation public financing: When?

At each stage of your project; some examples:

• Feasibility:

/1st year of the company: grant up to 30K-90K covering 70% of phase budget
/ After: 50% (max 50K) of phase budget
(in some regions, grant 75-500K covering 50% IF large presence AND plan for significant growth!)(special case for IDF Region)

• Development:

/ 0%-interest loan of 45% of your project budget  (if based in IDF Region: possible to have a part of it as grant in InnovUp program)
/ Deep Tech financing: 45-50%, with up to 50% grant (generally 25%), rest 0%-interest loan (for budget min 1M)

/ RAPID French Army financing for dual innovation: 70-80% as grant
/ i-NOV Contest: 50% (with 75% grant, 25% 0%-interest loan) (for budget 1M-5M)
/ i-LAB contest: grant up to 60%, up to 600K (generally 250-350K)                                                                                                            / 
i-Demo national: R part: 70% (with up to 75% being a grant) / D part: 45% (with up to 60% being a grant) (for budget >4M)
/ Horizon Europe EIC Accelerator grant of 70%, with equity up to €15M

BUT grants harder to get if you have funds: incentives will have to be significant (# of created jobs, working with French 
ecosystem, debt…)



Innovation public financing: When?

• National collaborative project:

/ budget 1-4M: i-Demo regional (depends on Region but many 45-60% as grant for SME!)(collab: min 2 private & 1 public entities)                                                       
/ budget > 4M: i-Demo national (for SME: R part: 80% with up to 75% as grant; D part: 60% with up to 60% as grant)

• European collaborative project: consortium 70% R&D / 100% research (collab: min 3 entities of 3 different European countries)

• Helping to finalize an equity fund raising in France: loan €50-200K 

• Abounding an equity fund raising in France: loan up to 50% (max €2M) of equity financing, grace period 3 yrs, payback 5 yrs
(possible to also discuss with the French government to get some equity from them

• Industrialization: loan €3-5M               

…. And more for experimenting, pre-industrialization… and as domain-specific calls



Research & Innovation Tax Credit

“Crédit Impôt Recherche & Innovation” (CIRI) (Research & Innovation Tax Credit): 30% for RTC, 30% for ITC (only for SME),
and with bonuses (ex CIR operating costs 43% of salaries)

If you are not paying any corporate tax, you get it as cash at the beginning of the following calendar year
else reduction on corporate tax.
Possible to have it paid back “on the fly” during the year with Neftys (private company) for a fee (4%).

Overall, for RTC (most interesting), you get back: 

• 43% of total salaries spent in “research” activities! (120% during 2 years for a just-graduated PhD you hire!)

• 30% of subcontracting to a European public research organization
(New tax credit, “CICO”, for “collaboration with public research organizations”; pay back 50% of public organization subcontracting 
costs if sharing IP, no commercial margin and public entity covers 10% of the budget)

• 30% of expenses for European private “research” subcontractors with accreditation

• 52,5% of yearly depreciation of equipment/software

This in addition to other public financing! 



An example of combining both financing mechanisms

You want to launch a project with a cost of 100K as salaries

➢ You request a 0% loan financing 45% of the budget, with 20% operating costs on salaries => financing 54% of salaries

➢ You get 54K upfront as 0% loan (grace period 3 years, then payback on 5 years)

➢ So, you pay upfront “only” 46K for the project

➢ End of the year, you retrieve the RITC (not applied on the loan as not repaid yet) => you get 26,7K back as RITC

Your cost for the 100K salaries at the end of the year: 100 – 54 – 26,7 = 19,3K!

3 years after, you start paying back the 0% loan.

➢ When paying the loan back, it becomes your money spent in R&D => RITC to be applied

➢ You pay 54 but get 16,2K back as RITC => you paid 37,8K when reimbursing the 54K

Overall cost of the 100K salaries: 19,3 + 37,8 = 57,1K => even in this case (0% loan), combining = 42,9% as grant!



Tax on salary: “JEI” status for reduction

If you start a new project in France, i.e. not a direct extension of your current activity, 

and the company is owned at least at 50% by individuals, or is a subsidiary of a company itself owned at least at 50% by individuals,

Then you can request the “JEI” status (“young innovative company”): 

• during the year of creation + 7 years 

• if you invest each year 15% of your expenses in R&D eligible to Research Tax Credit

Advantages:

• Cutting 50% of salary tax for people working at least 50% of their time on research projects eligible to both RTC and ITC (if SME)!

• 100% reduction on corporate tax the first time you pay it,
and 50% reduction the next tile you pay it



Thank you

Contact us 

For a free diagnostic of your strategy and French & European public financing opportunities

Christophe Ebro
Innovation Director
christophe.ebro@auvalie.com
07 63 33 63 58

Among the Top 10 councils ranked Excellent for 2019-2021 by Decideurs magazine & the 4 innovation financing key actors for Xerfi
Research & Innovation tax credit advisor referenced by the French Ministry of Finances

32 rue Berjon, 69009, Lyon - www.auvalie.com - 04 81 07 38 90 

mailto:thomas.janin@auvalie.com
http://www.auvalie.com/


Romain HUE

Délégué général

French tech represents the startup scene in France and brings 

together startups, investors, policymakers and community builders 

in France, with a strong representation in Grenoble and in the Alps.

























March to May July 5th to 7th July to December

SOURCING & SELECTION 1 BOOSTERCAMP 6 DESTINATIONS
QUALIFIED MATCHMAKINGRemote

for international destinations

43 selected startups 16 qualified startupshttps://bigbooster.org/

Season 6 - 2022

Environment Energy

Industry 
& Digital

Health

• An international acceleration program designed to identify, select and 

help innovative startups to go global by confronting them with local and international 

communities

• We offer a framework of trust and learning, resources and qualified connections.

• Our international community includes more than 250 mentors, experts, judges  

• 350 entrepreneurs took part in the Booster Camp and 137 entrepreneurs have 

benefited from personalized support 

(Lyon area)

contact@bigbooster.org

https://bigbooster.org/
https://bigbooster.org/


Titash NEOGI

Geetanjali SHRIVASTAVA

Digital platform created in 2021 leveraging psychometric 

science, big-data and AI to explore emerging jobs and skills in 

the future of work.
































